Kowalski’s Back! The Midnight Watch

ABOUT THE SHORT STORY E-BOOK

REVIEW

In the dead of night, a faceless enemy
hacks into the Smithsonian Institution’s
network of servers, but it is only the first
strike masking a larger attack. To rescue a
biologist trapped in the National Museum of
Natural History and to discover the true
intent behind an assault that grows bolder
and bloodier by the minute, Sigma Force
must unleash its most headstrong operative
—Joe Kowalski—to do what he does best:
lay waste to anything between him and his
goal. From a daring rescue to a cross-city
chase like no other, Kowalski will discover
the shocking truth hidden in the most
unexpected of places: the heart of the
National Zoo. Read more

"The Midnight Watch is
a wonderful amusebouche that delivers a
tasty treat and wets the
reader's appetite for the
main course that
is coming.”
—Jeff Ayers, Suspense Magazine
Read more
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FROM THE AUTHOR

Kowalski’s back…and debuting in his first solo mission for Sigma!
Seaman Joe Kowalski made his first appearance in my stand-alone thriller, Ice Hunt, but after finishing that
novel, I couldn’t let him go. In order to have more adventures with him, I eventually recruited Kowalski into
Sigma, and he’s slowly grown into a vital member of every team. But in this short story, he gets his chance
to shine all on his own. And just in time. This short story also ignites the fuse that will explode into this
winter’s big Sigma adventure, The Bone Labyrinth, a story spanning centuries and continents, a novel
featuring Kowalski at his very best (and worst)..
You all thought you knew Kowalski…now get to know the real hero.
Also included with The Midnight Watch is a big chunk to the opening of The Bone Labyrinth

THE BONE LABYRINTH: A SIGMA FORCE ADVENTURE [DECEMBER 15, 2015]
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Want a signed first edition of THE BONE LABYRINTH by the holidays?
Preorder your signed 1st edition of The Bone Labyrinth [Limited Quantities] from
the following exclusive stores.
Books-A-Million I Barnes & Noble
Or preorder a signed 1st edition from Hudson Book Sellers between November
2nd - November 4th and receive an additional 20% off + a free copy of the
paperback of The Devil Colony [Stock is very limited].
Hudson Book Sellers

THE BONE LABYRINTH TOUR
I look forward to seeing you all on the official Sigma
book tour this December and January.
Keep an eye on my website’s EVENTS page for a full
listing of times and places. New cities are still being
added, so check back often. See you then!
SIGNING EVENTS PAGE
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